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To destroy is easier than to create! And much funnier, too! And you can prove it once again. It's really easy to do so, you just
need to start the Demolition Engineer simulator!

You are a crane driver, who came to this town to destroy everything on your way! Crash the buildings as quick as you can, don't
leave one stone upon another!

GET A REWARD

The show shall be rewarded! Receive money for the destroyed buildings, the more you'll demolish - the more you'll get!
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UPGRADE YOUR MACHINE

Upgrade crane's characteristics or buy new skins for it!
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Title: Demolition Engineer
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Simulators Live
Publisher:
Simulators Live
Release Date: 11 May, 2018
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English,German,Simplified Chinese,Russian,Portuguese
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Just showes a pink sreen

. Are you serious? It's unplayable, although idea is great and it's colorful, charming, screenshots are great, but it's far far away
from being fun to play. Let building physics aside (which are not good), the wrecking ball controls are really bad and that's what
ruins the game. Requested a refund.. I want to enjoy this more than I did. The trouble is it doesn't seem to be quite finished as I
couldn't even get through level 1 even though I had completed the objective(s). But the biggest issue are the controls. It isn't that
you can't control the vehicle. It is that it all feels very stiff and limited for a game revolving around demolition as its main goal.

With a bit of work this could be a very fun game. But it needs work.. Really awesome game!Definitely worth buying this game
since it's only 4.99 euros or on sale for 3.74 10\/10 Can't wait for new updates,new player's and trading cards!. Couldn't get past
level 3, maybe bugged or too high an IQ for me to complete, who knows
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